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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. scott millstead 
1323 Fogarty St 
Guthrie, OK 73044-1826 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kimberley Buckley 
2500 W Mall Pl 
Anaheim, CA 92804-2261 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Petra Hansen 
4335 E Amberwood Dr 
Phoenix, AZ 85048-7411 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Denise Miga 
111 Oak St 
Bloomingdale, IL 60108-1207 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Nancy Ratliff 
319 S 31st Ave 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401-7220 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter.  When laws are made like the Endangered Species Act, why 
aren't these laws being followed?  If some people had their way, we 
would soon not be seeing any wild animals at all. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. carol schaaf 
312 E Alcott Ave 
Fergus Falls, MN 56537-2907 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
I have lived in the southwest all my life and am writing to urge you 
to support wolf recovery efforts here.  The Mexican wolf is in danger 
of going extinct.  Steve Pearce is vowing to kill all funding toward 



wolf reintroduction and/or protection.  Ranchers are killing them. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
 
restoring them. We are more than 40 short of the goal of 102 wolves in 
the wild by 2006. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.  I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Ellen Gore 
208 E Victoria St 
Silver City, NM 88061-6109 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Matthew Mastrogiovanni 
675 Crescent Dr 
Bound Brook, NJ 08805-1105 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kiley Provenzano 
201 Mansfield Blvd 
N Charleston, SC 29418-2004 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Barbara Gerhart 
11821 N 44th Dr 
Glendale, AZ 85304-3004 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. William Grgurich 
33 Encina Ave Apt 519 
Palo Alto, CA 94301-2346 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Betty Myers 
PO Box 272 
Creede, CO 81130-0272 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a strong supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Louise Burton 
22 Hemlock Hill Rd 
Great Barrington, MA 01230-1125 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Laurie Hrdlicka 
27171 Lost Colt Dr 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5813 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Arthur Steuer 
109 Reade St 
New York, NY 10013-3863 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Bobby P. 
6312 Garden Ave 
West Palm Beach, FL 33405-4202 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
Current reintroduction efforts by the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
need to be reevaluated and changed for full recovery of the Mexican 
Gray Wolf population to be possible. 
 



As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. DEBORAH MCGUINN 
1304 White Memorial Church Rd 
Willow Spring, NC 27592-8834 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Arthur Steuer 
109 Reade St 
New York, NY 10013-3863 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Nick Banschbach 
1996 Crescent Ter 
Crescent Springs, KY 41017-5301 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Colonel Meyer 
3701 Eagle Pass St 
North Port, FL 34286-2009 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kary Jones 
905 So rd 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Geri Ritchie 
440 N Riverside Rd 
Highland, NY 12528-2619 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Kristy Renken 
4245 Taos Dr 
San Diego, CA 92117-4536 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Jan Labuda 
237 E Delaware Ave 
Toledo, OH 43608-2613 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Janet Messner 
1369 Redwood View Ct. 
1369 Redwood View Ct 
Saint Louis, MO 63146-1816 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Jenny Bates 
1153 Forest Dweller Rd 
Germanton, NC 27019-8854 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
The current plan is not working.....and these are one of the most 
endangered animals in the world! As a supporter of scientifically 
sound wildlife management who understands the value wolves can bring 
to ecosystems, I am writing to urge you to take a more balanced 



approach to Mexican wolf recovery efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sandra Webster 
5217 Old Spicewood Springs Rd Apt 2003 
Austin, TX 78731-1032 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Peter Klosterman 
779 Kingston Ave Apt 14 
Piedmont, CA 94611-4442 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Larry Siegel 
2113 Fox Run Dr 
Plainsboro, NJ 08536-2778 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Stephanie Schumacher 
6706 Washington Ave 
Windsor Heights, IA 50322-5817 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Elaine Berg 
1009 Trowbridge Ct 
Keller, TX 76248-5254 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Petra Robles 
13616 N 43rd St Apt 186 
Phoenix, AZ 85032-6378 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Thomas Rivera 
PO Box 67233 
Albuquerque, NM 87193-7233 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Jenny Willingter 
1107C Marconi St 
Houston, TX 77019-4207 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
We need to be kind to our wild friends, and help them continue to be 
with us. 
Thank U for your help 
wmer22@aol.com 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. William Greer 
3469 Castleton Hl 
Lexington, KY 40517-2720 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Jackie Childress 
2809 W Fresco Dr 
Austin, TX 78731-5028 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sandra Cope 
217 N Racine Ave 
Waukesha, WI 53186-5552 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Steve Olson 
135 Baumert Ln 
Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9500 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Patricia Webber 
1820 Avenida Del Mundo Unit 1404 
Coronado, CA 92118-4038 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Marice Doll 
109 2nd St 
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601-2903 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Pamela Cox 
1598 Canyon Rd # A 
Ogden, UT 84404-6016 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Steve Bell 
26131 Owl Ct 
Lake Forest, CA 92630-7269 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Garrett Glissmann 
3835 Birchwood Dr 
Boulder, CO 80304-1428 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Meredith Hartwell 
4318 E Crystal Dr 
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-2607 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Ondina Rosch 
540 E 6th St 5A 
New York, NY 10009-6674 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Claire Mayer 
15 Parkview Plz 
Morristown, NJ 07960-5066 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Stephanie Dones 
5906 S Chariton Ave 
Los Angeles, CA 90056-1506 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Bernadette Carey 
2798 Ashley Park Dr 
Sparks, NV 89434-8000 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Diana Dibrell-Goldberg 
13224 Great Falls Ave 
Victorville, CA 92395-9500 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Chuck Donegan 
231 N Evergreen Dr 
Selden, NY 11784-2031 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Janice Hinkle 
3663 Meadow View Dr 
Kokomo, IN 46902-5070 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jonathan Jelen 
2129 SE Stark St 
Upper Unit 
Portland, OR 97214-1694 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jeff Granger 
1324 W Albion Ave 
Chicago, IL 60626-5630 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sharon Cox 
5250 N Sanders Rd 
Tucson, AZ 85743-9171 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Patricia Hulla 
1121 Old Fm 440 Rd Apt 10-108 
Killeen, TX 76549-1212 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
I urge you to support the following message. The assault on wildlife 
must end. 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 



understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Roger Frederick 
18446 Edgewood Dr 
Spring Hill, FL 34610-6156 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
When will there be consequences for this ranch hand, and all others 
like him, who not only arranged for the pregant cow to die 
(how sick is that) but whose actual intended victim was the alpha 



female wolf, and the re-introduction program? 
 
Each and everyone of you need to decide if the genocide of any species 
is what Americans should be known for.  Our reputation around the 
globe already suffers greatly.  Do not let this become just one more 
embarrassment. 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Karen Rivera 
PO Box 67233 
Albuquerque, NM 87193-7233 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Susan Stibitz 
19739 San Gabriel Dr 
Houston, TX 77084-5218 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Paul Bernard Cubria 
2909 1/2 Martin Luther King Jr Way 
Berkeley, CA 94703-2133 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Diane Marino 
6813 Asher St 
Metairie, LA 70003-3157 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Sharon Fortenberry 
1205 Pine Hollow Dr 
Friendswood, TX 77546-4633 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Stephen Allard 
427 N 15th St Lot 3 
Cottonwood, AZ 86326-3800 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. susan kofnovec 
1885 Hollyhock Ln 
Gilroy, CA 95020-7951 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Julianne Harp 
7512 S Sunnyvale Rd 
Hereford, AZ 85615-9601 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a Westerner (albeit living temporarily in New York State) and as a 
supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who understands 
the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to urge you to 
take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery efforts in the 



Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Joan Laliberte 
PO Box 296 
9 Mountain View Dr 
Callicoon, NY 12723-5409 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Patricia Mensing 
3040 Walton Rd 
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462-2361 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Savannah Camp 
51513 Taos St Apt 1 
Fort Hood, TX 76544-2278 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kathy Burpee 
6 High St 
Cold Spring, NY 10516-2807 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Thyra Gadek 
8643 W Yukon Dr 
Peoria, AZ 85382-1426 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Ed Treece 
2421 S Calle Yucatan 
Tucson, AZ 85710-5743 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Jamie Smith 
115 Oakland Ave 
Methuen, MA 01844-3649 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. William Campbell 
175 Big Hat Rd 
Basalt, CO 81621-9778 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. mary lewis 
2340 Semoran Pl 
Pensacola, FL 32503-5038 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Deborah De Baeke 
PO Box 160 
West Point, CA 95255-0160 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Jennifer Oblinger 
44 Clemson Place Cir 
Clemson, SC 29631-3101 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Elizabeth Agostinho 
47 Morton St 
Garnerville, NY 10923-1428 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Eric Steffen 
1317 Mariposa St 
Richmond, CA 94804-4934 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. John Flitcraft 
1660 Saint Thomas Ave 
Cambria, CA 93428-5526 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Irmtrud Miller 
1006 Plum St 
Cheyenne, WY 82007-3359 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Isa Hunter 
310 N St NE 
Auburn, WA 98002-4413 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Arthur Schurr 
138 Hoyt St 1 
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2225 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Ann Wiseman 
402 N Main St 
Mansfield, IL 61854-6939 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Roberta Andrade 
12040 226th St Unit C 
Hawaiian Gardens, CA 90716-1372 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Judy Lujan 
PO Box 6986 
Albuquerque, NM 87197-6986 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Laurie Carr 
1836 Colby Ave Apt 5 
Los Angeles, CA 90025-5422 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Lesley Parker-Rollins 
119 Othoridge Rd 
Lutherville, MD 21093-5419 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. E. Bemis 
1709 Paseo De Peralta 
Santa Fe, NM 87501-3725 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jan Dyckman 
1 James St 
Montrose, NY 10548-1003 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. Decsions need to be based on science, not 



politics. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jay Erb 
1153 Temple Rd 
Pottstown, PA 19465-7360 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Donald Barker 
23 13th Ave 
Southern Shores, NC 27949-3209 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. William Hudspeth 
625 Walter St SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87102-3949 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Mary Gilbert 
55 Bow St 
Arlington, MA 02474-2744 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Tina M. Brown 
19400 Beardsley Way 
Juneau, AK 99801-8218 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Howard Packer 
4045 Sheridan Ave # 296 
Miami Beach, FL 33140-3665 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As biologist who supports scientifically sound wildlife management and 
 
who understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing 



to urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
I am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Dayalan Srinivasan 
54 Riverside Dr Apt 4B 
New York, NY 10024-6551 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Adeline Kempner 
# 6 
520 E 12th St 
New York, NY 10009-3802 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Richard Stone 
5500 Goodland Ave 
Studio City, CA 91607-1918 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Michael Bayouth 
636 S Eastern St Apt 101 
Wichita, KS 67207-2468 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Chris Lange 
1740 S Ammons St Apt C 
Unit C 
Lakewood, CO 80232-6777 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Richard Spaur 
751 Yearling Ct 
Camarillo, CA 93010-2958 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Abi Dupuis 
1300 Front Ave NW 
Grand Rapids, MI 49504-3219 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Patricia Daigle 
9715 Rex St 
Hudson, FL 34669-3881 

 


